Sewins hair weaves and more
Hair Essentials Salon Studios offering the best hair sewins in Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI (BizHWY) July 25, 2017 - Hair Essentials Salon Studios offers A variety of Sew-ins/hair weave
serviceand options
Microlinks
Microlinks is a great option to go with if you are looking for additional length, volume or color without the use of
glue or braids.
Individual
Individual microlinks are achieved by connecting groups of your natural hair with the weave by usage of the
links. Although slightly different from the weft method, individual microlinks still offer a natural look and
numerous styling options.
Keratin Infusion
Keratin Infusion comes in two different options hot fusion and cold fusion. This look gives you the ability to add
length, color and still have a natural style.
Hair Fusion Strand-by-Strand
You can add fullness length or highlights to your hair with fusion. We use pre-dipped keratin tips because it is
healthier for your hair and doesn't damage like acrylic does. It can be applied and removed easily without damage
or hair stress.
Weft
With the weft method, the hair is sewn onto the links to achieve a natural look with versatile style options
Tape Extensions
Tape-In is one of the newest methods.The attachment points of the tape-in method are seamless and doesn't
damage the hair.
Clip-Ins
Clip-in is another awesome way to add length and have versatile style options. The hair is installed via a clip and
it is very easy to maintain
Sew-in Weave
*Partial sew ins to add fullness (only add a few braids and tracks )
*Full sew ins to add length and fullness (The full sew in is done with the whole head braided, using a closure )
Or leave out a potion of your hair for a natural look .You should visit your stylist for maintenance for shampoo
and conditioning .With proper care this style can be worn up to 2 months.
(Quick) Weave:
Are you looking for a more affordable approach .natural a "quick weave" is the what you desire. Quick weaves
place no extra pull or tug on the hair natural hair and without the braiding and sewing and you get the look you
want in less the time.

Web Site: http://Www.Hesstudios.org
Contact Information:
4695 Washtenaw Ave
Ann Arbor, Mi 48108
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